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We apply a novel inductive coupling technique to study edge magnetoplasmons~EMP! in
two-dimensional electron gases in the time domain. This technique is mostly appropriated for
measurements on gated samples in the low-magnetic-field limit. We obtain time delay, amplitude,
and broadening of the EMP as a function of the magnetic field. ©1997 American Institute of
Physics.@S0003-6951~97!00251-9#
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The excitation spectrum of two-dimensional electr
gases~2DEGs! in high magnetic fields is known to hav
low-frequency modes propagating along the edge of
sample.1–3 Recently, there has been an interest in these e
magnetoplasmons~EMP! in both semiconductors and on th
surface of liquid helium.4–8 Low-frequency edge magneto
plasmons promise to be an appropriate tool for the inve
gation of the edge structure in semiconductor 2DEGs, wh
can be very complicated in high magnetic fields. Accord
to theoretical models the main part of the charge in EMP
concentrated in a strip of widthl along the edge boundary. I
an ungated structure this width is equal to:1

l 05
2p Im~sxx!

ev
, ~1!

where v is the EMP frequency,sxx(v) is the dissipative
conductivity, ande is the static dielectric permittivity. Ex-
perimentally, the width of the boundary layer is found
oscillate with magnetic field according to Eq.~1!, reaching a
minimum value of about 5mm.5 Because the width of the
edge channels defining the edge structure of the sample
not exceed 1mm one has to find ways to decrease the wid
of the EMP charge distribution.

In gated samples the electric field and the Hall curren
an EMP are restricted to a strip of width'd, whered is the
distance between the gate and the 2DEG. For typical va
of d'1000 Å, the EMP could thus be suitable for the inve
tigation of the edge structure in gated samples. Unfo
nately, according to simple theory the damping of the EM
is expected to increase in gated samples.

So far, most experimental studies4,3,9 have been made in
the frequency domain. Capacitive coupling to the sam
edge usually has been used to reach the maximum pos
Q-factor of the resonance. In all these experiments sam
without a gate or samples with a relatively large distan
between gate and 2DEG have been used.
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Two different methods allowing time domain measur
ments have been developed in the past few years. In Re
the EMP propagated along a mesa edge. Two small g
operated as ‘‘pulser’’ and ‘‘detector’’ in the regime of ca
pacitive coupling to the sample edge. A very different e
perimental technique was used in time domain measurem
on gated samples.6,7,10 A pulse of electrochemical potentia
difference along the sample edge was applied using
ohmic contacts. Another ohmic contact was used to inve
gate the equilibration process in the sample. The advan
of the last technique is its applicability to systems with
large attenuation of the EMP, the disadvantage is the str
influence of the ohmic contacts on EMP damping and vel
ity.

In the present work we employ an inductive couplin
technique to investigate EMPs in the time domain. We sh
that this technique is useful for measurements in both
low-magnetic-field limit and in high magnetic fields.

The samples investigated are GaAs/AlGaAs heteroju
tions with a 2D electron density of 3.3631011 cm22 and a
mobility of m553105 cm2 V21 s21. The distance between
gate and 2DEG is equal to 3000 Å. The mesas~Fig. 1! have
nearly stadium shape with two elliptical etched areas ins
The rectangular gate covers the inner section of the mesa
part of the etched areas. Applying a negative gate voltage
deplete the 2DEG under the gate so that in the inner par
the sample the path of the EMP consists of four sections
two of them the EMP travels along the boundary between
2DEG and the gate, and in the other two along the edge
the etched areas. The traveling time along the etched bo
aries is expected to be much smaller than along the g
edges due to the geometrical size relation of 1:4 as well a
the difference in velocity. Apart from the gate in the etch
areas two metallic loops are placed operating as pulser
detector. The length of the mesa is equal to 4 mm, the m
width is about 1 mm, the width of the 2D electron strip aft
depletion of gated sample region is 150mm. To receive bet-
3655)/3655/3/$10.00 © 1997 American Institute of Physics
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ter inductive coupling with EMPs traveling along the inn
edge, the metallic loop should be narrow and should
placed close to the edge of the etched area. In our sam
the width of the metallic loop is equal toD5250mm, its
length isl 5900mm. The distance between the etched ed
and metallic loop is 50mm and the width of the metallic strip
of the loop is equal tow525mm.

To investigate the EMP response a combined pulse
low-frequency modulation technique was used. The exc
tion pulse from an oscillator was applied to aR0550V
resistor in series with the pulser loop on the sample. T
pulse duration was usually 300–400 ns, the repetition t
was equal to 331025 s. The gate was biased by both dc a
ac voltage with frequencyf 510 Hz. Thus, the amplitude o
the EMP was modulated with the same frequencyf in a dc
bias region where a small ac modulation corresponds
large change in the EMP attenuation~e.g., near threshold
voltage Vg5Vth!. The pulses received by the ‘‘detector
loop were analyzed using a Box Car averager with a ti
resolution of 3 ns and three samples for averaging. The
put signal from the Box Car was used as an input signal
the lock-in amplifier. As a result for an input pulse amplitu
of about 1 V we had anamplification rate of 106 with a
power dissipation of 20mW in the 50V resistor. The main
part of our experiments was made at a temperature of 0.
but we have found that warming our sample to 1 K does not
change the experimental results.

An example of an experimental trace is shown in t
inset to Fig. 1. The received signal consists of two pe
corresponding to the rise and fall of the exciting pulse. B
peaks are observable only when the difference between
dc bias and the threshold voltageVth522.1 V does not ex-
ceed the amplitude of the low-frequency modulation~insert
to Fig. 2!. The shape and the amplitude of the response p
are a function of magnetic field. The time delay between

FIG. 1. Schematic diagram of the heterostructure device used and sche
the experimental setup. The insert in the picture depicts experimental tr
the upper curve is for the exciting pulse; the middle curve is for respons
the detector in a weak magnetic field (B50.12 T); the bottom curve is for
response at the detector in strong field (B58.8 T). The insert shows only
the rise of the exciting pulse and the corresponding part of the rece
pulses. The scale in the figure corresponds to the signal before the lo
amplifier ~two lowest curves!.
3656 Appl. Phys. Lett., Vol. 71, No. 25, 22 December 1997
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rise of the applied current pulse and the maximum of
response peak is also dependent on the magnetic field
can be seen from Fig. 1, in high magnetic fields the sam
response has the form of a wide peak similar to the smea
derivative of the exciting pulse. The shape of the signal a
the time delayDt do not change when the magnetic fie
direction is reversed.

The amplitude of the maximum in the sample respon
as a function of magnetic field is shown in Fig. 2. We o
serve a signal even for very low magnetic fields. The sig
amplitude rises with increasing magnetic field reaching
maximum at a field of'0.5 T. In high magnetic fields the
amplitude of the signal decreases with increasing field.

The time delay between the rise of the exciting pulse a
the maximum of the sample responseDt increases with in-
creasing magnetic field, exhibiting plateau-like structures
filling factorsn54 andn52 ~see Fig. 3!. The dependence o
Dt on B is far from linear.

Let us first discuss the amplitude and the shape of
received signal. The azimuthal electric fieldE in the 2DEG
near the ‘‘pulser’’ is produced both due to the finite res
tance of the metallic loop~in our caseR'10V! and due to
the time variation of the magnetic flux through the ‘‘pulser

E5
1

2l 1D F IR1
m0

p S l ln
D

wD dI

dtG , ~2!
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es:
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d
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FIG. 2. The amplitude of the signalU as a function of the magnetic fieldB.
The insert shows the amplitude of the signalU as a function of the gate
voltageVgate at B54.16 T.

FIG. 3. The time delayDt of the signal as a function of the magnetic fie
B. The insert shows the full width at half maximum of the signaldt as a
function of the magnetic fieldB.
Deviatov et al.
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whereI is the current through the pulser. This field has to
screened by edge charge transferred by dissipative con
tivity in the 2D layer, but in our system there are two mech
nisms diminishing the screening:~i! The Maxwell time de-
fining the time interval in which screening is ineffectivetM

5e l /sxx is relatively high,tM51028 s, ~ii ! The charge ac-
cumulated at the edge of the sample is moving along
edge with EMP velocity. In a 2D electron system withsxx

!sxy we can neglect screening completely. The azimut
electric field produces a Hall current in the 2DEG direct
towards the edge of the etched area. If the velocity of
EMP in the gated sample part is smaller than that in
ungated part, the whole charge collected at the edge du
the timeDt should be transferred by the EMP to the detec
during the same time. The current along the edge near
detector loop is equal toI d5sxyE( l 1D). In accordance
with Eq. ~2!

I d'
1

2
sxyR0

21FRVin1
m0

p S l ln
D

wD dVin

dt G . ~3!

Here we have supposed that the currentI in the pulser is
given by the resistanceR0 .

As a result, the induced voltage in the detectorVout is
approximately

Vout'
m0

4p
sxyR0

21S l ln
D

wD FR
dVin

dt

1S l ln
D

wD m0

p

d2Vin

dt2 G5aVin . ~4!

We suppose here thatdVin /dt is equal to (1/t)Vin and
(d2Vin)/dt25(1/t)2Vin , wheret is the rise time of the pulse
This very optimistic evaluation gives for our sample dime
sions,t'10 ns andsxy5n(e2/h):

a'2n31027, ~5!

wheren is a filling factor.
We would like to mention that there exists also capa

tive coupling between the metallic loops and the EM
Evaluating thea for this mechanism we have

a54pe0

DR0

t ln2~ l /w!
'1025, ~6!

The transformation coefficienta in the case of capacitive
coupling is independent ofsxy .

We can conclude that in relative low magnetic field
wheresxy is high enough, we have pure inductive couplin
in high magnetic fields the capacitive coupling gives obse
able contribution to the output signal.

Such a picture is consistent with our experimental
sults, depicted in Fig. 2, where the magnetic field dep
dence of the output signal amplitude is qualitatively simi
to that ofsxy up to the field'6 T. In high magnetic fields
the amplitude saturates in contrast tosxy . The coefficienta
obtained from Eq.~4! is consistent with the sensitivity of ou
experimental setup whilea obtained from Eq.~6! is one
order greater than that we see in the experiment. This a
from very crude estimation ofa in the case of capacitive
Appl. Phys. Lett., Vol. 71, No. 25, 22 December 1997
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coupling due to existence of capacitances not only betw
the pulser and the 2DEG but also between the pulser and
surrounding conductors.

The shape of the signal according to Eqs.~4!–~6! is ex-
pected to be similar to the sum of the smeared first a
second derivatives (dVin)/dt1(d2Vin)/dt2. In our experi-
ment we see that in high magnetic fields it is more similar
the first derivative, in low magnetic fields a contribution
the second derivative can be observed~see Fig. 1!.

Let us discuss now our experimental findings which c
be attributed to the influence of the imaginary part of t
longitudinal conductivitysxx on the group velocity of the
EMP. We observe the EMP in a very wide interval of ma
netic fields due to the fact that our experimental techniq
allows us to detect even strongly attenuated EMPs. The
pendence of the time delayDt ~proportional to the inverse
group velocity! as a function ofB is depicted in Fig. 3.
According to Ref. 1 the frequency of the EMP is given b

v~q!52
2pqsxy

e
~dl0

21!1/22
i

2t*
, ~7!

wheret* is the elastic scattering time. We expect a decre
of Im(sxx) in the quantum Hall regime and an increase at l
magnetic fields. Therefore we can interpret both the osci
tions of Dt at filling factorsn52,4 and the deviation of the
Dt(B) dependence from a straight line as a result of
Im(sxx) contribution to the group velocity.

Moreover we observe a narrowing of the response p
at filling factorsn52,4,6 ~see inset to Fig. 3!. The narrowing
means that the EMP dispersion decreases when the F
energy lies within the gap of the 2DEG spectrum. This fac
in good agreement with previous observations4 that in gated
structures at integer filling factors the EMP is dispersionle
As seen from Fig. 3 we clearly observe dispersion when
density of states has a maximum.
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